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So what happens when the funding stream you’ve been driving towards for the  
past several months becomes much more involved and time - intensive than  
originally planned? You hit pause & pivot to the next open door! We have  
no doubt our efforts throughout 2021 will bear fruit in the future, but at the  
same time we look forward to what this next more immediate adventure  
will provide. 

A loud shout of thanks to two of our enduring supporters, (You are truly  
champs, Bryan and Kristy!) It was through them that MUGS was recently  
introduced to a unique opportunity that Trinity Lutheran Church in Ashland,  
Ohio has made available. The end of last month, we submitted our grant  
application for funding consideration through their “Clark Fund” that exists  
“to see organizations like ours strike out in new directions by providing a smaller  
number of larger gifts to those who stand ready to do more and greater things, but have been 
prevented from doing so for no other reason than access to the necessary funds.” 

This is a unique funding opportunity because the size of the gift could legitimately match the size 
of the need. It’s also unique because way the gift recipients are determined is through a vote of 
the parishioners during the first two weeks of December! What are unique and beautiful 
opportunity for us to continue spreading the word about MUGS! 

So here’s our question for you… Who do you know that attends Ashland’s Trinity Lutheran Church? 
Who in your circle needs to know about the skill development, the resourcing, the life-giving 
connections that will happen at MUGS and though MUGS? Help us spread the word to those 
who’ll have a vote to cast that they can literally  
be the game changer… 

…Because a vote for MUGS is a vote  
for a changed community  
and changed lives!
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VOTE

…is November 30! Be watching  
for fun new ways that Pay Pal  

and Facebook will be multiplying  
and sweetening your generosity  

again this year!
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